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Introduction
In 2012, the “SIIF” concept (Structured Implementation and Information Framework), was
introduced for the first time in a communication called “Improving the delivery of benefits from EU
environment measures”. To demonstrate the added value of this concept before generalizing its
application to all Directives, this communication suggested to apply it to the Directive 91/271/EEC of
21 May 1991 concerning urban waste-water treatment.
Since 2012, the European Commission carries out a pilot program for the implementation of the
“SIIF” concept to the Urban Waste-Water Treatment (UWWT) Directive, so as to speed up the
availability of information for decision makers and for the general public, through the creation of a
UWWT SIIF platform.
International Office for Water has developed this UWWTD SIIF platform, an open source package
allowing to install a national website dedicated to urban waste water data.
These data have to be reported by European Member States to European authorities as required by
the UWWT Directive and the datasets are based on a common European data model.
The platform uses these national datasets as core source of data and allows producing maps, graphs
and summary statistics. It is organised around INSPIRE services requested under Article 11 of the
INSPIRE Directive. The platform contains also automatic features that go beyond INSPIRE
requirements: compliance calculations, graphic viewing, individual sheets for each agglomeration,
waste water treatment plant, discharge point, and receiving area, a facilitated access to dataset
including via web services and various print and export functions. It has been successfully tested at
national level by some pilot countries such as Romania or Cyprus.
Urban waste water generic website currently in place









UWWTD Ghitub platform Ireland - UWWTD SIIF Ireland : visit website [EN]
Cyprus -UWWTD SIIF Cyprus : visit website [EN]
Lithuania - UWWTD SIIF Lithuania : visit website [EN]
Slovenia - UWWTD SIIF Slovenia : visit website [EN]
Croatia - UWWTD SIIF Croatia : visit website [EN]
Romania - UWWTD SIIF Romania : visit website [EN]
Poland - UWWTD SIIF Poland : visit website[EN]

By the beginning of 2017 all European MS are expected to be covered by this approach with
access to all urban waste water reporting.
By developing this approach, the DG Environment has been proactive towards all Member States
allowing them to comply easier with the requirements the INSPIRE and public access to
environmental information directives
This document presents the different functionalities of this website that already disseminate
information at EU level.
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It does not present the management part of the website that are already presented in the
guidance available on the Github platform. The management part of the website allows to:
- import the databases,
- provide qualification of the database,
- translate the website into another language
- provide feedback concerning the reporting analysis
It does not present the algorithms that are included to calculate the compliance and that are
also available in the Github platform. The website contains lots of transformation services that
allow the multiplicity of dissemination and use of the reporting information.
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O A website built to be reused by other
policies
The framework of the website and the way it is presented has been done on purpose to be
potentially reused for the development of other websites related to other policies

O.A - The Menu of the website
The menu is neutral and has nothing particular to do with urban waste water. It includes an
'Home', "View/Discover', 'Download/Invoke', 'Statistics', 'Regulations', 'resources' and 'contact'
webpages

Search button
that zooms
directly on the
municipality
searched

The welcome page, Home includes a mapviewer that gives access to all the geographical layers
and the legend of each of them. It is possible to click on and off on each layer in order to make
them appear or disappear. Below the map there is a short automatically generated text that
gives a synthesis of the urban waste water country situation
Fullscreen button

Layers menu that
allows selection of the
layers. See Chapter
II.B to have more
description on the
different layers.
Possibility to hide the
window when clicking
on the top left hide
button

Possibility
to zoom in
and out

Cursor position
that helps to find
coordinates of an
object

Legend of the layer(s)
displayed. Possibility
to hide the window
when clicking on the
top left hide button

Explanation about the
content of the website

Eplanation on the
origin of the project
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Synthesis Paragraph
automatically
generated with the
last update of the
data base

The view/discover menu gives access to submenu related to the urban waste water objects
through mapviewers and lists.

As regards the Agglomerations there is a sub-sub-menu one related to the compliance and the
other related to the destination of the urban waste water load generated (collecting system,
individual system or direct discharge)

As regards the treatment plants there is also a sub-sub-menu related to the compliance, the
treatment in place and the pressure generated

The content of this sub-menus is explained in the chapter II.

The download/invoke menu gives access to the data used in this website, the metadata and the
Inspire services.
Data related to the urban waste objects can be downloaded under different format (Xml, CSV,
shp and Kml)
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For the metadata and INSPIRE services see chapter I.
This download/Invoke menu gives also explanation how to link other websites to this website.
Each object in the website is referenced by a hyperlink that contains the ID code of the object
and the same root before. When knowing this ID code it is very easy to generate hyperlink to
this website and the specific object.

The statistic menu
There is two sub-menu related to statistics one related to statistics automatically created when
each dataset is downloaded in the website and the other one that allows to create its own
statistics. (for more information see the chapters IV.A and B)

The regulations menu provides a very important content in a website related to a policy that
gives access to the related regulation. At this stage European urban waste water regulation is
only available but when MS are going to use the website they are going to include also their
national regulation.
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The resources menu includes three sub-menus: one that provides links to information related to
this policy (, one that explains the concept that is behind the website and the last one that
explain how to install the website on a national server.

As regards the Useful links sub-menu it is where you can find hyperlinks related to the DG
Environment website related to the urban waste water policy and specifically where the
European urban waste water directive reports are located.

Where you can find hyperlinks related to the European Environmental Agency and specifically
how the reporting is organised with access to the datamodel and guidance and how it is
displayed at this level (database and dataviewer)

It provides also information on the way to use European funds and loans in order to finance the
urban waste water infrastructure
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It gives also access to the other existing SIIF platforms and national websites concerning urban
waste water.

And finally there is also the possibility to have access to other websites related to good practices

The overall objectives is to facilitate the reporting process and to ease the access to the available
information in order to implement better the directive.

The last topic in the menu is a contact menu that provides to opportunity to send a message to a
person that is either in charge of the website either in charge of the policy. This is not
compulsory to include such a menu specifically if you have nobody available to answer to
potential questions raised. The experience in France with their urban national waste water
website shows that there is not a lot of questions raised when you open this opportunity to the
website users.
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o

O.B - An open source website that can be already installed at
national level

The process is transparent and available in a Github platform. The last version of the software and its
code is available included the guidance that explain how to install and use it.

This is also a working platform where all issues related to the website are tracked.
The maintenance and update of the system is included in a new Commission contract related to the
urban waste water reporting. A new version will be updated beginning 2017 and will remain
operational at least till July 2018.
The objective of this project was also to open opportunities to other developers or institutions to
reuse part of the codes for other developments.
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I Inspire services (Article 11)
Implementing INSPIRE on environmental domains is generally done step by step, starting with
identifying datasets and cataloguing, then implementing web services and finally focussing on data
model conformity. Currently the UWWTD data collection has identified all the thematic domain
information needed for assessing implementation of the Directive, and the cataloguing can be
conducted as the four geographical objects which form the basis of this reporting are clearly
identified and delineated. We will see in this section that the UWWTD SIIF platform allows
implementing a first iteration of the web services. The data model conformity, which was partly
addressed under the SIIF project, remains to be finalised and implemented so that the platform
becomes fully conform to INSPIRE.
For the specific case of the UWWTD, the Inspire Directive needs to be implemented by MS as it
covers four geographical objects (agglomeration, treatment plant, discharge point and sensitive
area), and the deadlines are now passed.
While all parts of the Directive are important as regards UWWTD, the data collection being well
established and documented, the chapter II metadata does not pose any specific difficulty, the
chapter III: Interoperability of spatial data sets and services is partly covered by the fact a common
data model already exists and the chapter V: Data sharing is part of the data collection process. The
most important aspect for the UWWTD SIIF is therefore the situation as regards the chapter IV:
network services.
The UWWTD SIIF platform is focussed to providing end users with easy to use tools to explore and
use the UWWTD data. The services are implemented in the way a non-expert user would understand
what this specific service covers, and they do not pretend to be fully aligned with Inspire
requirements. In some cases, developing the services in a fully Inspire aligned way would have
slowed down the process or required additional resources and they were implemented without
considering the specific requirements of Inspire. This means the way it is currently implemented may
need adjustments in the future when the data model has been adapted or new development for
new useful functions have been conducted, or specific needs emerge on Inspire services. The
platform was developed with a systematic view on Inspire requirements and as much as possible
with using Inspire implementation approach. When it is not currently implementing fully aligned
services, the remaining effort to make it is pending an end user need to do so. Overall the services
implemented are providing the functions that an end user would expert for accessing and using the
UWWTD data for his/her own use.
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I.A Discover
“(a) discovery services making it possible to search for spatial data sets and services on the basis of
the content of the corresponding metadata and to display the content of the metadata;

For UWWTD SIIF, it was necessary and useful to have an Inspire discovering service (CSW). A
separate catalogue was therefore implemented using geoserver, the country being able to use
alternatively its own catalogue if it already exists. It is implemented in a first glance via a specific
menu of the platform which provides an easy access to a single catalogue used for all IUWWTD SIIF
platforms with the main geographical objects of the respective platforms, in a set of pre-generated
and partially filled in catalogue factsheets, with for each a dedicated page. These pages can be
scanned, zoomed in and out, search for a specific location or name and exported for re-use.
(catalogue: http://www.uwwtd.oieau.fr/catalogue/srv/ows/catalog.search#/home)

I.B View
(b) view services making it possible, as a minimum, to display, navigate, zoom in/out, pan, or overlay
viewable spatial data sets and to display legend information and any relevant content of metadata;

For UWWTD SIIF, this service is implemented in a first glance via the same menu than for discovering
allowing an easy access to the various data available on the platform, with for each sub-set, a
dedicated page comprising a map, some graphs and a table giving access to the information on each
individual object. These pages display the datasets and can be scanned, searched, selection of subsets of data can be done, the pages can be printed, the maps can be zoomed in and out, searched
for a specific location or name, and the tables can be exported for re-used
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I.C Download
(c) download services, enabling copies of spatial data sets, or parts of such sets, to be downloaded
and, where practicable, accessed directly;

The download service is accessible via a page “download/invoke” with possibility to access the
datasets for the different years they were reported, to view them or download them. The page gives
access to the datasets and sub-sets in different formats, to the associated metadata in different
formats, to webservices for the different subsets (WFS/WMS), and explains how to make reference
to individual objects or specific years.
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I.D Transform
(d) transformation services, enabling spatial data sets to be transformed with a view to achieving
interoperability;

The transformation services are embedded in the platform. They are not accessible from the outside
like WPS services, but may be in the future as most components are already running on the platform
with well-defined processes and a single data model. The most prominent is the compliance
calculation for urban waste water treatment plants and agglomerations. A full set of 11 algorithms
are implemented within the platform and allow calculate compliance and then display the results on
maps, graphs and tables on the platform.

I.E Invoke
(e) services allowing spatial data services to be invoked.”

Sub parts of the datasets can be invoked via the web services implemented in the menu
download/invoke. An additional development is necessary to allow invoke the spatial data from
outside the platform.
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II Maps and lists
The website is organised to display urban waste water information through map viewers and lists
with possibility to sort and select the different parameters and objects. The UWWTD considers four
objects: Urban waste water Agglomerations, Treatment plants, Discharge points and Sensitive Areas.

II.A - The different mapviewers
A welcome map with access to the agglomerations, treatment plants and discharge points layers
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An agglomeration compliant map

An agglomeration connection map
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A urban waste water treatment plant compliance map

A urban waste water treatment plant treatment map
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A urban waste water BOD, COD, N, P pressure map

A discharge point map
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II.B - The layers available in all mapviewers
As presented above geographical layers related to urban waste water are available and can be
displayed in the mapviewers with other layers to better understand an environmental situation.
Agglomerations layer

Treatment plants layer
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Discharge point layer

For those who provides this information there is also the possibility to have access in the pressure
mapviewer to:
the Uwwtp BOD pressure layer
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The Uwwtp COD pressure layer

The Uwwtp N pressure layer
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The Uwwtp P pressure layer

Two backgrounds layers are currently available
The google map normal layer
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The google map satellite layer

River basin districts
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River basin subdistricts

NUTS 0
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NUTS 1

NUTS 2
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NUTS 3

EEA bathing water layer under INSPIRE service with access to national website and bathing water
profiles in some countries
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EEA Natura 2000 layer under INSPIRE service including average concentration per year

Wise SoE BOD in rivers under INSPIRE service including average concentration per year
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Wise SoE Orthophosphate in rivers under INSPIRE service including average concentration per year

Wise SoE ammonium in rivers under INSPIRE service including average concentration per year
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Wise SoE nitrate in rivers under INSPIRE service including average concentration per year

Bathing water, Natura 2000 and Wise Soes layers are implemented in this website through INSPIRE
services. When it is update at EEA level it is automatically update in this website.
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II.C List of objects with possibility to sort descending and mounting the
parameters
Agglomeration compliance list

Agglomeration connection list

Urban waste water treatment plant compliance list

Urban waste water treatment plant treatment list
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Urban waste water treatment plant pressure list

Discharge point list

Sensitive areas list
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II.C Criteria Selection
This selection allows displaying only the selected objects in the map and in the list above
Agglomeration compliance

Agglomeration connection

Urban waste water treatment plants compliance

Urban waste water treatment plants treatment

Urban waste water treatment plants pressure

Discharge points

Sensitive areas
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III Detailed information about each
object
The website displays the content of the European urban waste water database in an user-friendly
ways using map to locate the object, picture to illustrate the links between the objects. It provides
also historical approach and easy access to the other linked object.

III.A Urban Waste Water Agglomeration
Location on the map

Historical access

Agglomeration load

Automatic calculation of the
compliance
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Automatic
calculation of
the distance to
compliance

Picture of the
urban waste
water systems
and links
between the
objects.
Visualisation of
the main
information
Color is related
to the
compliance

Reporting XML

Coordinated and
deadlines related to
the agglomeration

Hyperlink to
UWWTP(s),
discharge point(s)
and receiving areas

Information about
projects to become
compliant
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III.B Urban Waste Water Treatment Plant

Location on the map
Historical access

Automatic calculation of the
concentration and
percentage of removal

Treatment plant load, design
capacity and performance
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Compliance
calculation

Picture of the
urban waste
water systems
and links
between the
objects.
Visualisation of
the main
information.
Color is related
to the
compliance

Reporting file
XML

Coordinates and
treatment in place

III.C Discharge point

Coordinates and receiving area

Hyperlink to
Agglomeration(s),
discharge point(s)
and receiving areas

Information
about projects
related to
compliance

Location on the map

Hyperlink to
Agglomeration(s),
treatment plant(s)
and receiving areas
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Reporting file
XML

III.C Sensitive area

Location on the map

Characteristics of
the sensitive area

Reporting file
XML
Agglomerations, treatment plants
and discharge points located in the
sensitive area
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Other sensitive area
linked to this
sensitive area

IV Other functionalities provided
IV.A Automatic generation of Statistics
Statistics are included in the webpages related to the maps and the lists. It provided graphs and also
the table that was used to create the maps when clicking on the top right of each graph.
Agglomeration compliance

Agglomeration connection

Urban waste water treatment plants compliance
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Urban waste water treatment plants treatment

Discharge points
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A specific menu is also dedicated to statistics that are automatically generated when updating a new
database. It is also possible to have access to the table related to the graph by clinking of the top
right of each graph.
There is first a possibility to select the reference year or all years

Then the statistics are displayed concerning different topics
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IV.B Creation of statistics
Using the create statistic menu is a way to generate statistic by year or geographical areas such as
regions or river basins. It is another to use the website if a user has a specific need.

IV.C Print and download buttons
At the top of most of the webpages there is a print button that allows to print the content of the
wevbpage that is displayed.

At the top of each list displayed (see chapter II.C) there is also a download button that allows the
user to download the content of the list under .CSV or .xls format.
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V Conclusion
As explained in this document the European Commission and its contractor have tried to build a
concrete urban waste water website that provides lots of different functionalities for the Benefit of
the European Member States and the final users of this information. By easing the access to the
knowledge It helps to implement better the Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive 91/271/EEC. It
allows also to implement some of the requirements of the INSPIRE and public access to
environmental information directives.
It shows concretely the benefits of implementing INSPIRE services.
A new improved version will be available at the beginning of 2017. It will be used to display the 2014
urban waste water reporting information concerning all European Member States.
Some Member States are also going to choose to install this software directly on their own server to
use it as national urban waste water national website. Translation in their national language is
expected from their side with more national information in the regulations and resources webpages.
This website can also be used by countries that have to implement European urban waste water
regulation due to partnership agreements.
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